Name_____________________ Date ____________

o

ow ough

Circle the o words in orange. Circle the ow words in red.
Underline the ough words in green.
Long ago, on a cold and snowy day, Omar, the ogre, decided to go
for a walk even though the temperature was below zero. So, Omar
opened the door and slowly moved through the blowing snow. He
saw a yellow light glowing in a window up ahead. He tried to follow a
narrow path that someone had cleared with a snowblower. Although
it was hard to walk, Omar bent low and kept going. The light had
grown bright by the time he got there. The fellow inside told Omar
to come inside for a doughnut and hot chocolate. Omar and his new
friend, who was a little older than him, had thrown some snowballs
and made a snowman. It was nice to have found a new friend.
Answer the questions in complete sentences.

1. Who went for a walk on a cold day?

___________________________________________________

2. What did Omar see as he walked along a path?

___________________________________________________

3. What did Omar eat with his friend?

___________________________________________________

4. What did Omar and his friend do out in the snow?

___________________________________________________
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ANSWERS

o

ow ough

Circle the o words in orange. Circle the ow words in red.
Underline the ough words in green.
Long ago, on a cold and snowy day, Omar, the ogre, decided to go
for a walk even though the temperature was below zero. So, Omar
opened the door and slowly moved through the blowing snow. He
saw a yellow light glowing in a window up ahead. He tried to follow
a narrow path that someone had cleared with a snowblower.
Although it was hard to walk, Omar bent low and kept going. The
light had grown bright by the time he got there. The fellow inside
told Omar to come inside for a doughnut and hot chocolate. Omar
and his new friend, who was a little older than him, had thrown some
snowballs and made a snowman. It was nice to have found a new
Answer the questions in complete sentences.

1. Who went for a walk on a cold day?
Omar, the ogre, went for a walk .
___________________________________________________

2. What did Omar see as he walked along a path?
He saw a yellow light glowing in a window.
___________________________________________________

3. What did Omar eat with his friend?
He ate a doughnut and had hot chocolate.
___________________________________________________

4. What did Omar and his friend do out in the snow?
They made a snowman and threw snowballs.
___________________________________________________
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